Box variations – By Derek Stowe

I will do my best to answer the kit box variation questions. It is of course a very long time ago now, and I only
have my memory- - now rather ancient, to rely on!
With those very first Purple range aircraft 'Lid-and-Tray' boxes it was important to try to establish all of the
product features there were Multi-Colour components, Multi-Position Display Stands, full painting plans, cross
sell panels and five language translations.

As I was responsible for the design of the box the variations required kept coming. It was a new product and
had to reach the widest possible market to succeed. It must be remembered that Matchbox knew very little
about selling plastic kits at this stage. I included on the first boxes a story in English - regarding the illustration to connect the young buyer (the target purchaser) to the product. This feature was retained for some years.

It was later found through Market Research, at the very important two colour message was not creating
sufficient awareness among kit buyers. This was remedied with a '2 Colour' logo on the box face. This was very
successful and was carried through and expanded to the box side for all the following kit ranges. These logos'
were then reinforced with the introduction of a large clear plastic window on the rear of the box. The
important selling features of the kit were then outlined in the space created above the window - but in English
only.

The new, large window though, caused some problems with the packing ladies. Slowing down the rate of
pack. Pressure was also coming from the larger UK retailers who were adopting 'Bar coding' Tills. So to solve
this problem a smaller window was adopted allowing space for these - rather large - Bar codes to be included
for specific outlets. Controlling these increasing variations was also a problem. Mistakes were made in
customer orders and this was leading to increased cost per kit, the last thing Matchbox needed!

The windows were expensive and were later dropped from all markets. On the large Lid and Tray boxes
(Brown Range) the Bar Code was carried on the top side panel.
On the 1-32nd. Yellow Range figures, I used the window space to show the figures at 'Actual size' - the size of
the figures to youngsters then became more readily apparent than trying to squint through the window. It was
more cost effective too!

One other interesting point regarding packaging and product presentation. When the Blue Range cars were
converted to the 'Hockey Stick' box, I decided to upgrade their image by designing a 'Classique' Laurel Leaf
logo and classical type face for the product titles to present to Matchbox. This was immediately approved by
Marketing.

To sum up - there are so many variations across the various kit packs and ranges that have appeared over the
years, that as featured in our English 'Qi' TV show - I can only play the 'Nobody knows card'!
I hope some of these recollections help.

My regards / Derek Stowe

